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Collisional properties of ultracold potassium: Consequences for degenerate Bose and Fermi gas
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The hyperfine-state-selected scattering properties of potassium atoms at ultralow temperatures are calculated
using interaction potentials gleaned from an analysis of recent photoassociation data. We predict that the small,
probably negative value of the39K triplet scattering length will hamper efforts to produce a Bose-Einstein
condensate, unless experiments utilize a broad, accessible magnetic Feshbach resonance. The large positive
value calculated for the41K triplet scattering length makes it a better candidate for condensation at zero
magnetic field. The fermionic isotope40K is also predicted to have a large, positive scattering length for elastic
collisions between spin states of experimental interest, implying that it can be efficiently evaporatively cooled
to the quantum degenerate regime. In addition, certain spin states possess Feshbach resonances that may enable
tuning of its interatomic interactions, possibly leading to the formation of Cooper pairs.
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PACS number~s!: 34.20.Cf, 34.50.2s, 05.30.Fk
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A number of laboratories have now clearly establish
that a dilute gas of neutral atoms with integral net spin w
undergo Bose-Einstein condensation~BEC! provided they
are trapped and cooled to a sufficiently low temperatu
Bose condensates have now been successfully produce
the alkali-metal atoms rubidium@1#, sodium@2#, and lithium
@3# , and most recently in hydrogen@4#. Conspicuously ab-
sent from this list are potassium and cesium, both of wh
are hindered by incomplete knowledge of threshold scat
ing parameters such as scattering lengths and spin-exch
rate coefficients. For cesium, this information is beginning
emerge from comprehensive analyses of the available
@5#. This paper does the same for potassium, based on re
photoassociation~PA! spectra of39K @6#.

Beyond BEC, another intriguing issue in ultracold pota
sium is the existence of its long-lived fermionic isotope,40K.
Cooling a gas of this atom to the quantum degenerate reg
would provide an opportunity to probe a weakly interacti
Fermi sea, in contrast to the highly correlated Fermi sea
ten encountered in condensed matter, nuclear, and at
physics@7#. Indeed, identical fermionic neutral atoms, wh
trapped in a unique spin state, hardly interact at all at
microkelvin temperatures encountered in contemporary m
netic traps. This follows because Pauli antisymmetrizat
excludess-wave elastic collisions, which would otherwis
~i.e., for bosons or for nonidentical particles! yield the domi-
nant interactions at these energies.

The desire to probe appreciable interaction effects th
fore hinges on the production of mixtures of different ferm
ons in a single trap. If the interaction is effectively repulsi
~described by a positives-wave scattering lengtha), we can
anticipate the formation of domains, identified by distin
regions of magnetization@8#. For effectively attractive inter-
actions ~negativea), we will find overlapping degenerat
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Fermi gases, possibly even a mechanism for a BCS-t
pairing of fermions@9#. In support of ongoing experiment
that are beginning to trap and cool40K @10,11#, we also
present calculations for this isotope.

Previous estimates of the potassium threshold scatte
properties have appeared in the literature@12,13#, but they
relied on incomplete information concerning potassium
teraction potentials. Our present results are based on our
recent analysis of photoassociation line shapes measure
the Connecticut group@6#. Specifically, we have fitted the
intensities of a number of spectral lines corresponding
rovibrational levels of the 0g

2 purely long-range state of K2
dimers, as populated by a laser from thef 51 hyperfine
states of a pair of ultracold39K atoms. Details of this analy-
sis are presented in a separate report@14#. Here we will ex-
pand on this basic result, detailing its consequences for
collisional properties of hyperfine-state-selected collis
processes, which are not probed directly in the experime

Matching these PA data required flexible ground-state
tential curves for the K-K interaction. Essential ingredien
for this analysis are singlet@15# and triplet@16,17# potentials
garnered from previous spectroscopic literature, and matc
at largeR to the long-range dispersion potentials of Ma
nescuet al. @18#,

Vdisp~R!52
C6

R6
2

C8

R8
2

C10

R10
. ~1!

In addition, we allowed for a small change of the inner wa
of each potential, of the form@19#

CS tan21F ~R2Re!
2

DR2 G , R,Re ,

0, R.Re . ~2!
3660 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 59 3661COLLISIONAL PROPERTIES OF ULTRACOLD . . .
Here S50 or 1 denotes the total electronic spin,Re is the
minimum of the relevant potential, andDR is a width param-
eter, which we took to beDR52 bohr. This change enable
us to vary the model singlet and triplet scattering lengths
find a best fit with the PA data, without distorting the largeR
behavior of the potentials. We also accounted for the va
tion in the leading dispersion coefficientC6, whose nominal
value of 3813 a.u. is uncertain by65% @18#.

Nuclear spin and hyperfine structure were included in
full Hamiltonian for ground-state K-K collisions, but not i
the excited 0g

2 state, as this structure was not resolved
perimentally. Fitting to the PA data consisted of matchi
the relative peak heights for rotational levels of the 0g

2 state,
in vibrational levelsv50 throughv56; details will be re-
ported separately@14#. Tell-tale features, such as broad eve
J resonance peaks and nearly vanishing odd-J peaks, allow
us to determine the following bounds on scattering leng
the singlet is bounded by 134,as(39),143 bohr, whereas
the triplet, due to its sensitivity on theC6 coefficient, is
conveniently parametrized by

at~39!521720.045~C62C̄6!625 bohr,

C̄653800 a.u. ~3!

Uncertainties quoted below for the scattering parameters
flect these uncertainties inas(39), at(39), andC6. We re-
gard these error bounds as representing a 2-s confidence
interval, in the sense that the fit to the PA data deteriora
rapidly outside the stated ranges. However, a rigorous e
analysis is prohibited by undetermined uncertainties in
PA spectra. Also note that the ranges of scattering leng
are often asymmetric with respect to their nominal valu
reflecting the nonlinear dependence ofa ~via the tangent
function! on scattering phase shifts.

TABLE I. Singlet and triplet scattering lengthsa ~in a.u.! and
quantum defectsm ~dimensionless! for collisions among different

pairs of potassium isotopes, assuming a constantC̄653800 a.u.
The scattering length is related to the quantum defect through
following formula @22#: a52C2 tan(pm)/@11G(0)tan(pm)#,
whereC250.9579(2mC6)1/4, m is the reduced mass of the ato
pair, andG(0)521.0039. The quantum defect uncertainties a
60.01 for the singlet, independent ofC6. The uncertainty in each

triplet quantum defect is given in terms ofC6 by m t5m̄ t

18.0(10215)(C62C̄6)20.06
10.04.

Isotopes as m̄s
at m̄ t

39139 14026
13 0.460 217625 0.039

40140 10523
12 20.445 194235

1114 0.388

41141 8562 20.366 6528
113 20.268

39140 2125
12 0.002 24602`

1330 0.212

39141 11363 20.474 205240
1140 0.379

40141 250210
14 0.089 104211

120 20.441
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The singlet scattering length is very tightly constraine
primarily by the location of ad-wave shape resonance. I
value is very nearly in agreement with previous estimates
as(39) @12,13#. The present triplet value is, however, qui
different, lying between the estimates of Refs.@12# and@13#.
In both of these previous works, the estimate ofat(39) was
based on an extrapolation of known singlet and triplet bou
levels to an uncertain dissociation threshold. Our analy
suggests that this kind of extrapolation is difficult to car
out, at least to the accuracy needed to predict extremely
sitive quantities such as threshold scattering lengths. Ne
theless, we find that the improved dissociation threshold
ported in@17# is adequate to determine the number of bou
states in the triplet potential. In particular, our singlet a
triplet potentials hold 86 and 27 vibrational levels, respe
tively.

We thus predictat(39) will be small in magnitude, and
likely negative. This conclusion is consistent with resu
from a similar analysis of the PA spectra to the 1u excited
state@20#. By adjusting to the appropriate reduced mass,
can derive from these same potentials the singlet and tri
scattering lengths for various combinations of potassium

he

TABLE II. Scattering lengths in Bohr and spin-exchange ra
in cm3/sec for the weak-field-seeking spin states of39K, computed
at a collision energy of 1mK and in zero magnetic field. Uncer
tainties include a6200 a.u. variation inC6.

u f ama&1u f bmb& a ~Bohr! K (cm3/sec)

u22&1u22& 217235
132 forbidden

u22&1u21& 215235
132 forbidden

u21&1u21& 5217
123 (0.521.2)310210

u22&1u1,21& 218234
138 ,3.9310212

u21&1u1,21& 219254
142 ,5.4310212

u1,21&1u1,21& 220264
142 forbidden

TABLE III. Scattering lengths in Bohr and spin-exchange ra
in cm3/sec for the weak-field-seeking spin states of41K, computed
at a collision energy of 1mK and zero magnetic field. Uncertain
ties include a6200 a.u. variation inC6.

u f ama&1u f bmb& a ~Bohr! K (cm3/sec)

u22&1u22& 65210
116 forbidden

u22&1u21& 65210
116 forbidden

u21&1u21& 6928
113 (0.0623.1)310212

u22&1u1,21& 6829
115 (0.123.0)310213

u21&1u1,21& 6929
114 (0.224.5)310213

u1,21&1u1,21& 6929
114 forbidden
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topes, as presented in Table I. Our triplet scattering len
for 40K is in good agreement with a recent collisional me
surement@21#, further boosting our confidence in the stat
limits. This table also lists the quantum defect parameterm
for the various isotopic cases. These quantities, relate
scattering phase shifts, are not essential to the present p
but are included for completeness. They serve as the b
input for a ‘‘frame transformation’’ approximation, detaile
in Ref. @22#, which reproduces remarkably well the results
hyperfine-state-selected scattering calculations. The re
of Table I are all quoted for a fixed value ofC6
53800 a.u., to bring out explicitly theirC6 dependence, a
parametrized in the table caption. Below, in quoting ran
of scattering lengths and rate coefficients, we will include
variation withC6.

The singlet and triplet potentials are the starting point
construction of the full two-atom Hamiltonian relevant
this low-energy range. We write it in a basis of the total sp
of the separated atoms,u f ama&1u f bmb&. We then add the

FIG. 1. Energy-dependents-wave partial cross sections fo
u22&1u22& scattering in39K, for various values of the triplet scat
tering lengthat(39). Forat(39),0, this cross section vanishes
small energies, diminishing its suitability for evaporative cooling

FIG. 2. Magnetic-field-induced resonances in the scatte
length for 39K atoms in theiru f ,m&5u1,21& state. The three curve
show the resonance for our nominal scattering parameters, as
as for their extreme values, as indexed by the39K triplet scattering
length. Note that this state remains magnetically trapped up to m
netic fields of 85 G.
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hyperfine and magnetic field interactions, which are assum
to be independent of the interatomic distanceR. For the cal-
culations carried out with a magnetic field present, we f
ther diagonalize the Hamiltonian at largeR, implying that
our asymptotic scattering channels are actually the ato
states dressed by the magnetic field. The resulting coup
channel Schro¨dinger equations are next integrated using
standard log-derivative propagator method@23#. The relevant
scattering matrices are computed for an incident energy
1 mK throughout, and utilized to extract scattering lengt
and, where appropriate, inelastic scattering rates arising f
spin exchange. Spin-exchange rates are defined by

K5
v ip

ki
2 (

f
uSf i u2, ~4!

where ki is the incident wave number,v i is the incident
relative velocity, and the squared off-diagonal scattering m
trix elementsSf i are added incoherently over all availab
final channelsf.

We first present results for the bosonic species39K and
41K. Each of these possesses a nuclear spin ofI 53/2, im-
plying total spin states off 51 or f 52. Tables II and III
present the zero-field scattering lengths and spin-excha
loss rates for various combinations of weak-field-seek
spin states. Spin-polarized41K should prove a reasonabl
candidate for BEC, as its positive scattering length is int
mediate between23Na and 87Rb, both of which have been

TABLE IV. S-wave scattering properties for several states
the fermionic isotope40K, computed at a collision energy of 1mK
and zero magnetic field. Uncertainties include a6200 a.u. varia-
tion in C6. Note that none of these collisions suffer spin exchang
ultracold temperatures.

u f ama&1u f bmb& a ~Bohr! Feshbach resonance?

u9/2,9/2&1u9/2,9/2& forbidden N/A

u9/2,9/2&1u9/2,7/2& 196244
1346 no

u9/2,9/2&1u9/2,5/2& 196244
1346 yes

g

ell

g-

FIG. 3. Variation of the hyperfine energies of40K versus ap-
plied magnetic field, illustrating the nine weak-field-seeking sta
that can be magnetically trapped.
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PRA 59 3663COLLISIONAL PROPERTIES OF ULTRACOLD . . .
successfully evaporatively cooled and condensed.41K may
also be useful for sympathetically cooling the fermionic is
tope 40K, given their large positive mutual scattering leng

The most abundant potassium isotope,39K, appears to be
a particularly problematic candidate for evaporative cooli
owing to its small scattering length. This problem will b
exacerbated if the scattering lengths turn out to be nega
Figure 1 illustrates this point, by showing the energ
dependents-wave cross sections foru22&1u22& collisions.
For a smallpositive value of at(39), the cross section re
mains nearly constant over the first several mK of collis
energy. In the case of anegative at(39), however, the cros
section exhibits a prominent zero in the 100mK range; this
‘‘hole’’ would diminish the rate of rethermalizing collision
just where they are most needed. The large qualitative
ference in cross-section behavior should make it possibl
determine the sign ofat(39), by measuring the temperatur
dependent thermalization rates: a strong variation with te
perature would point toat(39),0, while an essentially
temperature-independent rate would implyat(39).0.

An unfortunately placed zero has already been noted
the cross section of85Rb, which also has a negative scatte
ing length@24#. This minimum can be understood by exam
ining the energy dependence of thes-wave scattering phas
shift d0(E). Levinson’s theorem@25# guarantees thatd0(0)
5Np at threshold, whereN is the number of bound state
supported by the potential. In the high energy limit where
scattering is perturbative, the phase shift tends instea
zero, limE→`d0(E)50. The correspondings-wave contribu-
tion to the cross section,s0(E)}sin2d0(E), will therefore
suffer at leastN21 zeros. The threshold behavior of th
s-wave phase shift is given by limkr0!1d0;Np2ka, where

r 0 defines a cutoff for the potential beyond which any ad
tional accumulated phase shift is negligible. In the case o
negatives-wave scattering lengtha, the phase shift therefor
rises initially implying that the s-wave cross section wil
have at leastN minima. An application of quantum defec
theory @22# demonstrates that the first zero in cross sect
tends to occur at a lower energy for a negative scatte

FIG. 4. Magnetic field dependence of theu9/2,9/2&1u9/2,5/2&
scattering length in40K. As in Fig. 2 we show these variations fo
the nominal and extremal values of the scattering parameters
the nominal case, an extremely narrow resonance exists at 3
Near one extreme of our uncertainty@at(40)5403 B#, however, a
much broader resonance appears accessible.
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length as opposed to a positive scattering length given c
parable magnitudes@26#. We note also that exceptions to th
rule could occur if there are resonances in the relevant
ergy range.

Although 39K in its spin-polarizedu22& state seems an
unlikely candidate for BEC, theu1,21& state remains an in
teresting possibility owing to the presence of a magnetica
induced Feshbach-type resonance~see Fig. 2!. Such reso-
nances have long been predicted@27#, and have been ob
served recently in23Na @28# and 85Rb @29#. In 39K, this
resonance lies at a magnetic fieldB543218

122 G, with the
largest uncertainty arising from the uncertainty inat(39).
For comparison, we note that theu1,21& state of 39K re-
mains magnetically trapped up to field values of 85 G, me
ing that this resonance should be readily observed and
ploited. No such resonance appears accessible in41K.

We now move on to the fermionic isotope40K. With
nuclear spinI 54, its electronic ground state can have a to
spin ~nuclear plus electronic! of either f 59/2 or f 57/2.
Moreover, the hyperfine energies are ‘‘inverted’’ for this is
tope, whereby the lower spin state,f 57/2, is actually higher
in energy byDhf51285.78 MHz. Figure 3 shows the Zeema
levels of 40K in a magnetic field. Of the 18 spin statesu f m&,
nine rise in energy as the magnetic field grows and are t
magnetically trappable. Consequently, a magnetica
trapped, condensed Fermi gas of40K might have a nine-
component order parameter, at least at small magnetic
values, making it a very rich system.

Table IV presents scattering information for several pa
of 40K collision partners. Information on the scatterin
lengths, etc., for other partners must remain sketchy, s
they experience poles as we vary our triplet potential wit
its range of uncertainty. Collisions between pairs ofu f m&
5u9/2,9/2& atoms are forbidden by Fermi symmetry in th
s-wave limit. Of greater interest to degenerate Fermi-g
studies, therefore, are collisions between two40K atoms in
the hyperfine substatesu9/2,9/2& and u9/2,7/2&. This combi-
nation is particularly noteworthy in that such collisions su
fer no spin-exchange: the expected processu9/2,9/2&

or
G.

FIG. 5. Energy-dependentp-wave partial cross sections fo
u9/2,9/2&1u9/2,9/2& scattering in40K, indexed by the value of the
40K triplet scattering lengthat(40). These cross sections exhib
shape resonances at temperatures in the vicinity of several hun
mK.
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1u9/2,7/2&→u9/2,9/2&1u7/2,7/2& is energetically forbidden
at low temperatures, owing to the inverted hyperfine str
ture. Moreover, the large, positive scattering leng
('196 bohr) predicted for this pair has two important co
sequences. First, it guarantees that degenerate mixtures o
two speciesu9/2,9/2& and u9/2,7/2& will have a substantia
interaction~repulsive in this case! so that issues of domai
formation can be studied. Second, the relatively strong in
action between the two spin states implies large elastic c
sections, which are crucial for evaporative cooling. This
sult implies that it should not become necessary to cool40K
sympathetically by immersing it in a gas of bosons, e
87Rb or 41K.

One other pair of collision partners bears discussion h
namely,u9/2,9/2&1u9/2,5/2&. Note that it has the same sca
tering length~at zero magnetic field! as the pairu9/2,9/2&
1u9/2,7/2&, since both cases project identically onto sing
and triplet states. The pairu9/2,9/2&1u9/2,5/2& is also im-
mune to spin exchange at low temperatures. Unlike the
vious example, it has an interesting behavior in a magn
field, depicted in Fig. 4. Namely, magnetic-field-induc
Feshbach resonances may be accessible for this pair, pr
ing control over the interatomic interaction. An effective
is
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attractive interaction would make possible detailed studie
Cooper pairing in the dilute40K system. For our nomina
value of at(40), there is a very narrow resonance at 32
However, if at(40) turns out to lie at the upper end of i
range, we expect to find a quite broad resonance at an ac
sible field strength~the u9/2,5/2& state remains magneticall
trappable up to fields of 255 G!.

Finally, we draw attention to the probable existence o
p-wave shape resonance in40K, as illustrated by thep-wave
cross sections in Fig. 5. The presence of such a reson
implies stronger interactions than might originally have be
expected in spin-polarized gases. It may even have impl
tions in the quantum degenerate regime, controlled by
p-wave analog@30# of the contact potential responsible fo
interactions in BEC.

Note added in proof. The p-wave-shape resonance d
picted in Fig. 5 has now been observed in a collisional m
surement.
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